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ABSTRACT

In this work-in-progress paper, we present a new meta-model designed for the performance modeling of dynamic data center network infrastructures. Our approach models characteristic aspects of Cloud data centers which were not crucial in classical data centers. We present our meta-model and demonstrate its use for performance modeling and analysis through an example, including a transformation into OMNeT++ for performance simulation.
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C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of Cloud Computing is leading to the emergence of large virtualized data centers hosting increasingly complex and dynamic IT systems and services. The performance of applications running in such data centers depends on the performance of three main subsystems: computing, storage, and networking. Different applications utilize these subsystems in different ways. The amount of computational, storage and communication resources assigned to applications influences significantly the quality-of-service (QoS) delivered to end users.

Due to the common adoption of virtualization technologies, Cloud data centers are becoming increasingly dynamic. Virtual machines, data, and services can be migrated on demand between physical hosts to optimize resource utilization while enforcing service-level agreements (SLAs) [2]. This dynamism of data center infrastructures turns an accurate and timely performance analysis into a real challenge [7].

In our research, we focus on network infrastructures of Cloud data centers. The main incentive for this is the fact that network infrastructures in virtualized and dynamic environments are introducing several new challenges for performance analysis. First, the growing density of Cloud data centers due to resource sharing leads to drastic increase in the number of network end points deployed on top of the same physical infrastructure. This situation makes performance analysis difficult due to, for example, high traffic volume from various sources traversing over a single physical link. Second, the volume of inner-data center traffic (having its source and destination inside the same data center) is much higher in Cloud environments than in classical data centers. Third, new traffic sources in the management layer of Cloud environments emerge (e.g., traffic caused by the migration of virtual machines). Finally, there is a lack of standardized and well established technology for network virtualization supporting performance isolation and QoS assurance. This requires performance models that are largely technology independent.

In this paper, we propose a new performance meta-model aiming for modeling virtualized network infrastructures addressing the above mentioned challenges. The meta-model is designed as a part of the Descartes Meta-Model (DMM) [10], a new meta-model for run-time QoS and resource management in virtualized service infrastructures. It covers, among others, computing infrastructures, storage, middleware, software and services. DMM is designed to serve as a basis for autonomic resource management during operation ensuring that system QoS requirements are continuously satisfied while infrastructure resources are utilized efficiently.

Some approaches for modeling and analyzing network performance in data centers already exist in the literature. We discuss a selection below. Most of the existing approaches (e.g., [3, 13]) are based either on black-box models or on highly-detailed protocol-level simulation models (e.g., [11, 4, 13]). The black-box models do not consider the internal network structure and topology while the protocol-level simulation models focus only on selected parts of the network infrastructure and do not capture the link to the running applications and services which are sources of the network traffic. Furthermore, existing modeling approaches do not...
consider network virtualization techniques and their performance influences [14].

In [5], the authors proposed a modeling approach named Syntony. They use Syntony to model the Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector protocol and compare the model-based analysis to the native OMNeT++ implementation. In [4], the authors use proSPEX (an approach based on the ITU-T Z.109 [1] profile) to evaluate the performance of the ESRO (Efficient Short Remote Operations) transport protocol. Both Syntony and proSPEX focus only on modeling specific network protocols. Approaches based on ITU-T SDL/MSC [1] (Specification and Description Language/Message Sequence Charts) have general focus and mainly model communication protocols [11]. The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [3] treats network infrastructures as a black-box and does not support any detailed network abstractions. GANA [12] (Generic Autonomic Network Architecture) models only autonomic components of networks on the protocol level. Additionally, in [13], the classical black-box and low-level simulation-based performance modeling approaches in the area of computer networks are described.

We stress that none of these works explicitly take into consideration the influences of network virtualization techniques on the system performance and the mentioned specific aspects of Cloud data center networks.

2. ENVISIONED APPROACH

We propose a model-based approach to performance analysis. The networking domain of data centers is described by a new meta-model presented in this paper. The DNI Meta-Model (Descartes Network Infrastructure) is the base for DNI models instantiation. A DNI model can utilize external information about the deployed software and the traffic it produces. The general approach is depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The approach diagram with model inputs.](http://bit.ly/DNI-model-ICPE2013)

The obtained DNI model is transformed into known performance models (e.g., queueing networks, Petri nets) and analyzed using existing performance analysis methods. As the research develops, DNI models can be transformed into multiple performance models and deliver multiple performance analysis results, e.g., with different accuracy.

As our work on the meta-model is still in progress, the current version of the DNI Meta-Model does not cover all important, performance-influencing aspects of data center network infrastructures. Our development roadmap includes expansion of the meta-model by adding entities covering, e.g., QoS assurance, routing, network virtualization by tunneling and overlaying. In the next section, we present the DNI Meta-Model in its current state of development.

3. META-MODEL

The DNI Meta-model covers four parts of data center network infrastructures: network protocols, structure of the physical and virtual network infrastructure (nodes, interfaces, links), deployed virtual machines and applications (traffic sources), and a part that describes the network traffic in the data center. The meta-model is implemented in Ecore using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).

Network protocols control the process of any data exchange between communicating nodes. They define means of identification of communicating parties; that is, addresses of the source and destination. Additionally, the implementation details of a given protocol have strong influence on the performance of data transmission. In the DNI Meta-Model, the NetworkProtocols are organized in NetworkProtocolStacks that allows the application of a complete stack to a given part of the network. Each protocol can provide a ProtocolAddress—for example, to a NetworkInterface. This part of the DNI Meta-Model is presented on the class diagram depicted in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Network protocols and protocol stacks.](http://bit.ly/DNI-model-ICPE2013)

The protocols are described in the meta-model with the information about introduced overheads. Due to the wide variety of protocols used nowadays, we have captured only common, generic features describing a protocol, e.g., data unit header size, and whether communication is connection-oriented.

![Figure 3: Network’s physical and virtual structure.](http://bit.ly/DNI-model-ICPE2013)

The part of the meta-model representing the physical and virtual structure of a network is depicted in Figure 3. The NetworkInfrastructure, apart from the NetworkProtocolStack, consists of Networks. Each Network is built from Links and Nodes which are connected by NetworkInterfaces. As their impact on network performance differs, Nodes are categorized as EndNode (e.g., server, VM, gateway to an external network) or IntermediateNode (e.g., switch, router, firewall). Each of the Network components can be further characterized as physical or virtual where each virtual entity must be hosted on a physical one.

The information about physical to virtual resource allocations of EndNodes is included in the meta-model in a simpli-
fied way—a virtual entity gets a percentage of the physical resources (removed from Fig. 3 for clarity)—although the data is assumed to be imported from other parts of DMM.

![Diagram of EndNode containing TrafficSource](image)

**Figure 4:** Network traffic and software deployment.

In a data center, most of the network traffic is generated by deployed applications. As depicted in Figure 4, network traffic is generated by TrafficSources that are deployed on EndNodes. Each TrafficSource generates Flows which have exactly one source and destination located in the EndNodes and can be uniquely identified by the set of protocol-level addresses. For now, we assume that there is exactly one route from the source to destination. Finally, each Flow can be described using various models. In this paper, we provide the classical description of an ON-OFF source with inter-arrival times specified by a probability distribution. However, a variety of other traffic models can be found in the literature (e.g., [8]) which can be integrated into our meta-model.

4. EXAMPLE

In this section, we first present a selected fragment of an exemplary data center network infrastructure which is modeled with DNI. Next, to obtain performance analysis results, we apply a model-to-model transformation of the DNI instance into an instance of OMNeT++ simulation [6, 15]. In this example, selected parts of the transformation have manually hard-coded performance impacts, however there exist systematic relations between the source and destination model and the hard-coded values will be removed in a future version of the transformation.

In the considered scenario (cf. Fig. 5a), the network consists of three servers and one switch. On two servers two virtual machines (VMs) are deployed. Each of the VMs is connected internally to a software hypervisor switch. The servers are connected to the physical switch using an IP network. Fig. 5b shows part of the model of this scenario (focusing on only one server). The complete model, the meta-model, the transformation and its result can be found online (see the URL in Section 3). The network infrastructure depicted in Figure 5 lacks the information about any software deployed in the machines as this information can be provided manually (e.g., from measurements) or imported from other state-of-the-art models (e.g., PCM [3] or DMM [10]) using model transformations.

The entities from the DNI model are transformed into entities recognized by OMNeT++ using the transformation rules described in Table 1. In the destination model, we use the SimpleHypervisor\(^2\) module that is a modification of the StandardHost in order to enable sharing of a physical network interface among all hosted VMs. The transformation has been implemented using the Epsilon Transformation Language [9]. Below we discuss two excerpts from the transformation code in more detail.

In Listing 1, we show a fragment of the transformation code describing how the generic features of network protocols are translated into overheads in data transmission. We assume that overheads of protocols of lower layers (i.e., these addressing a NetworkInterface) are decreasing the capacity of a link transmitting data. The overhead of higher layer protocols (e.g., TCP that addresses an application) increase the amount of data produced by a TrafficSource. In the future, we plan to abstract from the classical ISO/OSI layers and support layering in a generic fashion.

Listing 1: Utilizing network protocols information in the model transformation (language: ETL).

```
operation CreateChannels
for (link in DNI!VirtLink.allInstances()) {
  var physRes = link.hostedOn().getTotalBandwidth();
  var conn = new OMNET!ChannelConnectionItem();
  var ch = OMNET!Channel.allInstances().selectOne(
    ch, name = link.name);
  var delay = ch.parameters.selectOne(p|p.name == "delay");
  var rate = ch.parameters.selectOne(p|p.name == "datarate");
  var l2= DNI!NetworkProtocol.allInstances().selectOne(
    p|p.layer == 2);
  var l2UnitSize = l2.dataUnitSize / (rate.value + delay.value);
  var nDelay = l2UnitSize / (physRes / 100.0);  
  channel.setDelay(nDelay);
  channel.setDatarate(physRes / 100.0);
}
```

Listing 2: Sharing physical resources among virtual entities.

```
operation networkAddConnections
for (link in DNI!VirtLink.allInstances()) {
  var physRes = link.hostedOn().getTotalBandwidth();
  var conn = new OMNET!ChannelConnectionItem();
  var ch = OMNET!Channel.allInstances().selectOne(
    ch, name = link.name);
  var delay = ch.parameters.selectOne(p|p.name == "delay");
  var rate = ch.parameters.selectOne(p|p.name == "datarate");
  var l2 = DNI!NetworkProtocol.allInstances().selectOne(
    p|p.layer == 2);
  var l2UnitSize = l2.dataUnitSize / (rate.value + delay.value);
  var nDelay = l2UnitSize / (physRes / 100.0);  
  channel.setDelay(nDelay);
  channel.setDatarate(physRes / 100.0);
  conn.channel = ch; 
}
```

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work-in-progress paper, we have presented a new meta-model aiming for performance modeling of virtualized data center network infrastructures. Our meta-model addresses the challenges of performance analysis in Cloud environments by abstracting too detailed and technology-specific information, while covering important performance-relevant aspects of network infrastructures. We have presented an example of model transformation to a popular simulation framework where performance analysis can be run. Our future research steps concern primarily further development of the meta-model to support resource allocation, QoS aspects, and network virtualization techniques. Furthermore,
we plan to provide more ways of traffic modeling and integrate the approach with DMM.
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